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Abstract- In a superscalar processor, select logic within the complex select logic is required to implement the oldest-first
critical path of the instruction queue has become a select policy due to the non-static position of the oldest
performance bottleneck. This paper presents a high speed, instruction. Cyclic segmented prefix (CSP) circuits have
two-level, hybrid select logic for wide-issue processors. The been proposed for a non-compacting instruction queue [4],
first level reduces delay by performing parallel age-based but they require sequential add operations that incur
selection, and final arbitration is achieved in the second level significant delay in wide-issue processors (delay increases
with simple position-based select logic. The hybrid select logic more than linearly with the issue width).
circuits were implemented in dynamic logic on IBM 0.13pm
technology. Simulation shows 36% reduction in delay with less This paper presents a two-level, hybrid select logic for
than 1% IPC degradation compared to the conventional wide-issue processors that divides a non-compacting
design. instruction queue into multiple banks. CSP circuits are used

as the first level logic to select ready instructions from each
bank. All chosen requests are sent to the second level for

I. INTRODUCTION final arbitration. This two-level hybrid design significantly
Within the instruction queue of high performance improves the select delay with negligible impact on IPC.

superscalar processors, the select logic plays the important
role of choosing which of the pool of ready instructions will II. Two-LEVEL SELECT LOGIC ARCHITECTURE
be issued. Because the select logic exists within the critical
path of the instruction queue, select delay must be minimized Wide-issue processors provide high performance by
to support high clock rate and high IPC [1]. Implementation exploiting instruction-level and/or thread-level parallelism.
of the select logic depends on the selection policy and the This work targets the instruction queue for an 8-issue
instruction queue structure. The oldest-first policy, which processor that can achieve high IPC and clock rate. The
prioritizes older instructions, is most commonly used [2]. instruction queue has been scaled up from a 4-issue Alpha
There are two types of instruction queues that implement the 21264 processor to contain 64 entries. Because power has
oldest-first policy: compacting and non-compacting. In the become the major limitation in high performance processors,
compacting instruction queue, the top entries in the queue a non-compactinginstruction queue has been adopted. In
have the highest priority and new instructions are inserted each cycle, the instruction queue select logic chooses up to
from the bottom of the queue. Each cycle, the entries eightready instructions fromw a 64-entry ContentAddressable
emptied by issued instructions are filled by shifting up the Memory (CAM), as shown in Figure 1. In the conventional
instructions below, giving earlier program instructions higher select logic, CSP circuits accumulate the number of ready
priority at the top of the queue. In the non-compacting instructions starting from the head and ending at the tail of
design, entries emptied by issued instructions are not the queue. If the accumulated sum is less than eight, the
immediately filled. Instead, head and tail pointers indicate corresponding issue requests are granted. The grants signals
the start and end of the queue. The head pointer is advanced act as RAM word select lines, choosing up to eight RAM
to the next non-empty entry when the head instruction is entries that can be read in parallel to wake up dependent
issued, and new instructions are inserted at the tail of the instructions in the next cycle.
queue.

The compacting scheme has high queue utilization and
can be implemented with a simple position-based select logic
[3]. However, the delay incurred by compacting instructions Gequs | Grants
degrades processor performance. In addition, the shifting of 64
all entries in the compacting scheme can be a major source
Of power consumption. Conversely, the non-compactingl
scheme eliminates shifting of entries with significantly C(AM CS|t:P IRAM
shorter delay and lower power consumption, but more

Figure 1. Conventional non-compacting instruction queue containing a
This work was partially supported by the Engineering Research Centers Program CAM and select logic.
Of the National Science Foundation under Award Number EEC-9986866.
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In our two-level hybrid select logic shown in Figure 2,
the first level consists of N identical CSP circuits, each of R-aiyO
which receives issue requests from one of N CAM banks. Head-O
Each CSP circuit assert up to Mrequests (M::1-7 ), and all b

unselected requests are reset to logic low. Compared to the Rea ; ; ;
conventional select logic design, requiring M <8 within H_-Ad=1
each bank results in smaller adders and fewer sequential add ............I
operations in each CSP circuit, reducing power and L - 0
increasing speed. The total N*M requests selected in the first Head=O \
level are then sent to the second level select logic. Instruction Ready=.1. 0

age information inherent to the CSP circuit outputs is utilized
Head=O 1 0 1

in the second level for final arbitration of up to eight Su 2

instructions using a simple, small delay, priority encoder.
.

...... ......

.......................................................
Figure 3. Linear CSP circuits for select logic.
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Figure 2. N-bank instruction queue with two level select logic structure.

A. First Level Select Logic (
Figure 3 shows a linear CSP circuit for the select logic (SAM, c}m,,

[4]. Each CSP circuit contains an adder and a multiplexer {Sum2 o 2
connected in a ring and attached to a wrap-around CAM. The
ready signal of a CAM entry is set high when the
corresponding instruction is ready for issue. The Head signal
in the CAM indicates the head of the ring, corresponding to h@<dc) (C)
the oldest instruction in the bank. Only the head instruction
can oleset instructioninthereadyasignalkhigh.to sOpl sm c lat Figure 4. (a) Eight-entry binary tree CSP circuits for select logic. (b) Thecan set the ready signal high to stop sum circulation. The CSP node (block F in (a)). (c) CSP circuits symbol.
circuits apply an add operation to successive inputs, starting
from the head entry of the bank, to accumulate the number of Contiguous inputs are paired together in each stage and
ready instructions. The adder overflow bit indicates if the processed in parallel. The accumulated sum at the root is fed
accumulated sum is larger than M, and the ready entries back to the previous stages to implement cyclic segmented
without sum overflow send issue requests to the next level. prefix. The critical delay through the binary tree consists of
Once an overflow bit is set, it propagates to the rest of the 2.log(WS)-1 CSP nodes, where WS is the number of entries.
ring through OR gates. The head bit chooses either to pass One of the critical paths is highlighted in Figure 4a using
the OR results or set the initial overflow bit to zero. thicker lines. The CSP node shown in Figure 4b implements
Allowing the adders to be bypassed by OR gates with the accumulation function and passes the sum and overflow
smaller delay reduces the overall delay in the ring. After the bit to the next node. As shown in Figure 4c, the CSP circuits
entry that detects overflow, all requests are reset to low. receive up to WS issue requests and generate up to WS

Linear CSP circuits apply the add operator in-order to corresponding groups of outputs containing an accumulate
successive inputs with delay that increases linearly with bank Sum and a grant signal S. The grant signal indicates whether
size. An alternative tree structure applies the operator in the request has been selected in the first level. The width of
parallel to contiguous subsets of inputs and achieves delay the adders is logarithmically related with the processor issue
that s on loanrithmica'lly wit hbn si ze r[] The width. Because each bank has only a portion of the total
binary tree CSP circuit shown in Figure 4a, comprised of issue width (M < 8), the adders can be smaller than those
multiple CSP nodes shown in Figure 4b, was implemented required by conventional non-segmented select logic for high
for the two-level selectlogic, issue width processors.
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BankO Bankl Bank2 Bank3B. Second Level Select logic B
NO-0 NO-1 NO-2 No-3 NI-0 Nl-l NI-2 Nl-3 N2-0 N2-1 N2-2 N2-3 NM- N3-1 N3-2 N3-3

The second-level select logic consists of switch N N

networks, priority encoders and filters as shown in Figure 5. ONl1N-N 30 NO-1 Nil N2- N3-1 NO2 N2 N2 23-3
The priority encoders select up to eight instructions from
N*M candidates. In a priority encoder, the priority is P P34 4 L5 P
associated with the physical location of the request and 4 + # +
cannot be changed dynamically. Because the Sum output
from the first-level CSP circuits indicates the relative age of A, Prioity Grant,,=A
the requesting entries (relative distance from the requesting B encoder -Grant=AB
entry to the head of the queue), this information is used at the Figure 6. Interleaved inputs to priority encoders. NX-Y represents a
second level to implement the oldest-first select policy. request from channel Y of bank X..

A switch network converts 64/N groups of outputs from a C. Determining N and M.
CSP bank to M priority encoder input channels. Channel The two-level hybrid select logic allows many different
zero is high if and only if the CSP circuit group output is implementations based on the choice of N and M, which(Sum=O, S=1); channel one is high when (Sum=l, S=1); and dictate the performance of the circuit. A large N allows the
so forth. The channel number specifies the relative age of the banks to be smaller, potentially reducing the size of the
requesting entries in a CAM bank. There are a total N*M adders and the number of sequential add operations. M limitsinputs to the priority encoders that will choose up to eight the maximum number of instructions issued from a CAM in
requests. The filter circuits in Figure 5 receive outputs from one cycle. Due to the dynamic nature of instruction wakeup
bohCPcircuits and proiyencoders. Only the issue on cyle Du totednmcntr o tuto aepboth CSP circuits and priority encoders. O . , the request entries are not evenly distributed to each CAM. Ifrequests selected by both blocks are granted for issue. Each the issue request limit is reached in a CAM bank, some

grant signal is used as the RAM word select signal for a requests might be blocked at the first level even if emptycorresponding RAM bank shown in Figure 2. issue slots exist in other CAM banks. Thus, low values ofM
Wich could significantly impact processor IPC performance.

network M Filter The SimpleScalar [5] microarchitecture simulator with
SPEC2K INT benchmarks was used to analyze the impact of

Swich 0 N and M on IPC. The processor fetches, decodes, issues and
M 0 M Filter retires up to 8 instructions per cycle. The arithmetic average

77347M _of IPC over all benchmarks is plotted in Figure 7 as a
0 function ofNWM For N=4, to keep the IPC degradation less

Swvich than 1%, the total requests to the second level (N*M) should
now rk Filter be at least 16, i.e., M should be at least four. When N=8, a

larger value of N*M is needed to achieve the IPC
performance close to a 4-bank configuration. Even with

Figure 5. Second level select logic. N*M=24, the 8-bank select logic still has 2.4% IPC penalty
due to the quasi oldest-first select scheme described inTo ensure the oldest instruction of each bank always wins section II-B.

an issue slot over younger instructions, the issue requests to
the priority encoder are interleaved as shown in Figure 6. 100.0%
The N*M requests from all first-level banks are grouped by
channel number and connected to the priority encoders so 96.0% A
that lower channel numbers have higher priority. Eight
independent priority encoders are employed to select eight 9 2_ 0 % _
instructions in parallel. Figure 6 shows an example of the
interleaved requests for N=4 and M=4, where each encoder
receives two signals, A and B, and grants at most one request n

N

with priority A>B. For example, in Figure 6, the channel 84.0%
zero signals from each of the four banks are paired with and 8 12 16 20 24
given priority over channel two signals from the same bank. N*M
Note that this scheme does not implement a global oldest-
first policy; a newer instruction in a lightly loaded bank Figure 7. IPC performance vs. N*M.
could be prioritized over an older instruction in a heavily
load bank. However, simulations show that this quasi oldest--A. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATI,N
frst policy has negligible impact on IPC performance.

To minimize the IPC penalty, a select logic with N=M=4
was chosen based on the above discussion. The circuits were
implemented with domino logic to reduce delay. Manchester
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look-ahead adders were used in the CSP circuits in the first ,A0
level. / | |

The switch network in the second level set M channel
signals based on the accumulated sum associated with theX
requests of a CAM bank. Figure 8 shows the circuits that 4 X
generate the channel zero signal. If a request is selected and 2I| | ll
its corresponding Sum is zero, then the output of the dynamic X
MUX goes high. A conventional dynamic logic XOR could 7, C

be used to compares the 2-bit sum with the channel number, Figure 10. Waveform of the slowest signal of each stage along a CSP
but since the channel number is static, the XOR can be critical path.
simplified to an AND gate as shown in Figure 8.

Delays of the new two-level hybrid select logic are listed
in Table 1 along with delays for a conventional single-level

CLK 2 CLK select logic constructed with binary tree CSP circuits. The
Sum=-_0 single level design has significantly larger delay for sum

sum":ii accumulation because it requires 11I stages and eight
S S-1 sequential add operations in the worst case. The switch

j UjSu9n= L network, the priority encoder, and filter circuits incur delayXQ]L1 S~oj % S overhead for the two-level hybrid design. However, the total
delay is still 36% less than a large, single-level
implementation.

Figure 8. (left) MUX and (right) AND circuits for the second-level switch
network. TABLE I. DELAY OF TWO SELECT LOGICS

Figure 9 shows the implementation of the second-level CSP Switch Priority Filter Total
filter circuits. A grant signal S from the priority encoder 4-CSPs c23ps 3ps 52ps 95ps 0.75n
output is passed through a MUX to an AND gate. If this Baseline 117183 p- - 1.17n
signal and the corresponding output of the first level are both
high, then the issue request is granted. Dividing the instruction queue into eight banks can

Priority Encoder Out further reduce the number of stages and add operations on
Grant1 the critical path, and potentially results in smaller select

ur delay. However, the IPC penalty becomes noticeable when
1, Si) more than four banks are implemented. The best

Grant2 configuration depends on IPC and clock rate requirements.

2) V. CONCLUSION

..---. A two-level hybrid select logic for wide issue superscalar
Grant 6 processors was designed and implemented with domino

sum circuits on IBM 0. 13pim. The two-level design allows many
S161 different implementations of the instruction queue. Critical

Figure 9. Filter circuits. path simulations on one implementation shows 36% delay
improvement over the conventional approach with negligible
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